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An Unbroken Educational Apartheid Legacy Aug 20 2019 This is a thoughtprovoking book on the black-white academic achievement gap in
Chicago’s predominantly black communities of color and what highly
effective school boards can do to change it. In this book, the reader
will be powerfully enlightened by a civil and human rights debate that

calls for effective leadership in our schools, beginning with
effective school boards. The primary agenda of effective school boards
is raising student achievement performance levels and engaging the
school district community to attain that goal. These instructive
analyses of effective school board leadership builds on the research
and wisdom of great leaders. Simultaneously, it develops a breath of
fresh air for school reformers who seek to implement a new model and
escape the insanity and pathology inherent in school board
dysfunctions and violations of our civil and human rights which
prevents progress in Chicago’s south suburban communities of color. In
both highs and lows of awesome moments, as educational reform leaders
and school board members, we are in a strategic leadership position to
help school boards carry out their essential responsibilities for
creating equity and excellence in public education. In doing so,
highly effective school leaders can team with our school board leaders
to lead our school district communities in preparing all students to
succeed in a rapidly changing global society. School board members
doing the same things over and over again and then expecting different
results in academic outcomes is the definition for insanity. Education
is freedom. In an era of mass educational apartheid with its
consequent mass incarceration of blacks that has surpassed the
enforced chattel bondage of slavery’s peak numbers in 1860, this book
addresses a subject that is critically essential, timely, and in need
of immediate attention for the security, success, and ultimate
survival of black America. As the problems of the academic underachievement gap is addressed in this book, it is also essential that
school boards, educators, and community and national leaders accept
reality, to view the problem in its true perspective, to contemplate
it as it is, in providing essential solutions toward removing limiting
and limited school boards’ dysfunctions, obstructions, and other
barriers to academic achievement in effective school board leadership.
Supporting educational excellence will thereby produce more African
American scholars in mathematics, science, and in many other
disciplines. This book will provide information and focus on some key
action areas that successful school boards in America and around the
world have focused their attention on: Vision, Standards, Assessment,
Resource Alignment, Climate, Collaboration, and Continuous Academic
Improvement.
Quarterly Review of Distance Education Jul 11 2021 The Quarterly
Review of Distance Education is a rigorously refereed journal
publishing articles, research briefs, reviews, and editorials dealing
with the theories, research, and practices of distance education. The
Quarterly Review publishes articles that utilize various methodologies
that permit generalizable results which help guide the practice of the
field of distance education in the public and private sectors. The
Quarterly Review publishes full-length manuscripts as well as research

briefs, editorials, reviews of programs and scholarly works, and
columns. The Quarterly Review defines distance education as
institutionally-based formal education in which the learning group is
separated and interactive technologies are used to unite the learning
group.
Success in Practical/Vocational Nursing Nov 03 2020 Using an
engaging, interactive, 1-2-3 approach, this text helps you develop
problem-solving skills that will be useful throughout your nursing
career. Active participation and application of critical thinking are
utilized through questions, quizzes, and self-assessments to provide
you with practical and efficient aids to learning. You will also
discover learning strategies, tips on taking the NCLEX-PN®, guidance
on the job search, and an in-depth discussion of supervision,
delegation, assignment of tasks, and the distinctions among them. An
LPN Threads Series title. UNIQUE! 1-2-3 approach in a clear, simple,
engaging writing style instructs you in what you need to do and how to
do it. UNIQUE! Learning Exercises challenge you to imagine, visualize,
and think outside the box. UNIQUE! Leadership Activities provide
exercises to practice and develop leadership skills and Leadership
Hints provide helpful pointers to follow and remember when in various
leadership situations. UNIQUE! Management Tools and Management Hints
provide practical instructions, resources, and tips to use when in a
management situation. UNIQUE! Offers time-management tips to help
prioritize. Integrates wellness and personal care throughout the text,
including information and coping skills for stress management and
burnout, nutrition and exercise, the impaired nurse, and codependency. Includes separate chapters on "Ethics Apply to Nursing"
and "Nursing and the Law" that address pertinent legal and ethical
issues that directly and indirectly affect LPN/LVNs. Features
information on Medicare and the many changes that affect health care,
including health care settings, medication coverage, and the costs of
managed care. Includes a separate chapter on learning strategies for
the adult student and updated approaches for traditional and returning
students. A separate chapter on critical thinking and many critical
thinking exercises promotes the development of critical thinking and
problem solving skills in both academic and personal situations.
Includes updated State Boards of Nursing and Internet Resources
Appendixes with the most up-to-date addresses for nursing boards and
website addresses for nursing, medical, and health-related information
as an all-in-one ready resource for you as you prepare to enter the
work world. UNIQUE! Keep In Mind boxes located in each chapter
introduce readers to the underlying theme in the chapter. UNIQUE!
Evolve Student Resources includes 230 NCLEX Exam-Style Interactive
Questions per chapter, with correct response and rationales for both
correct and incorrect responses, to encourage self-study and review.
UNIQUE! The "Learning During School, for the NCLEX-PN, and Beyond"

chapter includes new content on the role of simulation in nursing
education and etiquette for electronic device use, such as cell phones
and iPods. UNIQUE! The "Personal Health Promotion" chapter helps you
provide a positive role model for patients with new content on
MyPyramid, the benefits of exercise, personal steps to help prevent
hospital-acquired infections, burnout versus stress, and tips for
personal safety. UNIQUE! Culture content has been expanded content
addressing the growing needs of patient care for special populations
and to help students develop cultural sensitivity. Includes the latest
protocols from NAPNES regarding standards of practice and educational
competencies that LPN/LVN nursing students need to know.
Neo-Confucianism Nov 22 2019 Solidly grounded in Chinese primary
sources, Neo Confucianism: Metaphysics, Mind, and Morality engages the
latest global scholarship to provide an innovative, rigorous, and
clear articulation of neo-Confucianism and its application to Western
philosophy. Contextualizes neo-Confucianism for contemporary analytic
philosophy by engaging with today’s philosophical questions and
debates Based on the most recent and influential scholarship on neoConfucianism, and supported by primary texts in Chinese and crosscultural secondary literature Presents a cohesive analysis of neoConfucianism by investigating the metaphysical foundations of neoConfucian perspectives on the relationship between human nature, human
mind, and morality Offers innovative interpretations of neo-Confucian
terminology and examines the ideas of eight major philosophers, from
Zhou Dunyi and Cheng-Zhu to Zhang Zai and Wang Fuzhi Approaches neoConfucian concepts in an penetrating yet accessible way
Models for Quantifying Risk, Sixth Edition Jun 29 2020 This book is
used in many university courses for SOA Exam MLC preparation. The
Fifth Edition is the official reference for CAS Exam LC. The Sixth
Edition of this textbook presents a variety of stochastic models for
the actuary to use in undertaking the analysis of risk. It is designed
to be appropriate for use in a two or three semester university course
in basic actuarial science. It was written with the SOA Exam MLC and
CAS Exam LC in mind. Models are evaluated in a generic form with life
contingencies included as one of many applications of the science.
Students will find this book to be a valuable reference due to its
easy-to-understand explanations and end-of-chapter exercises. In 2013
the Society of Actuaries announced a change to Exam MLC's format,
incorporating 60% written answer questions and new standard notation
and terminology to be used for the exam. There are several areas of
expanded content in the Sixth Edition due to these changes. Six
important changes to the Sixth Edition: WRITTEN-ANSWER EXAMPLES This
edition offers additional written-answer examples in order to better
prepare the reader for the new SOA eam format. NOTATION AND
TERMINOLOGY CONFORMS TO EXAM MLC MQR 6 fully incorporates all standard
notation and terminology for exam MLC, as detailed by the SOA in their

document Notation and Terminology Used on Exam MLC. MULTI-STATE MODELS
Extension of multi-state model representationt to almost all topics
covered in the text. FOCUS ON NORTH AMERICAN MARKET AND ACTUARIAL
PROFESSION This book is written specifically for the multidisciplinary needs of the North American Market. This is reflected in
both content and terminology. PROFIT TESTING, PARTICIPATING INSURANCE,
AND UNIVERSAL LIFE MQR 6 contains an expanded treatment of these
topics. THIELE'S EQUATION Additional applications of this important
equation are presented, to more fully prepare the reader for exam day.
A separate solutions manual with detailed solutions to all of the text
exercises is also available. Please see the Related Items Tab for a
direct link I selected Models for Quantifying Risk as the text for my
class. Given that the syllabus had changed quite dramatically from
prior years, I was looking for a text that would cover all the
material in the new syllabus in a way that was rigorous, easy to
understand, and would prepare students for the May 2012 MLC exam. To
me, the text with the accompanying solutions manual does precisely
that. --Jay Vadiveloo, Ph.D., FSA, MAAA, CFA, Math Department,
University of Connecticut I found that the exposition of the material
is thorough while the concepts are readily accessible and well
illustrated with examples. The book was an invaluable source of
practice problems when I was preparing for the Exam MLC. Studying from
it enabled me to pass this exam." -- Dmitry Glotov, Math Department,
University of Connecticut "This book is extremely well written and
structured." -- Kate Li, Student, University of Connecticut "Overall,
the text is thorough, understandable, and well-organized. The clear
exposition and excellent use of examples will benefit the student and
help her avoid 'missing the forest for the trees'. I was impressed by
the quality and quantity of examples and exercises throughout the
text; students will find this collection of problems sorted by topic
valuable for their exam preparation. Overall, I strongly recommend the
book." -- Kristin Moore, Ph.D., ASA, University of Michigan
New Avenues for Electronic Publishing in the Age of Infinite
Collections and Citizen Science: Scale, Openness and Trust Aug 12 2021
Research and scholarly communication is increasingly seen in the light
of open science, making research processes and results more accessible
and collaborative. This brings with it the chance to better connect
research and society by introducing new avenues for engagement with
citizens. This book presents the proceedings of the 19th International
Conference on Electronic Publishing (Elpub), held in Valetta, Malta,
in September 2015. This year’s conference explores the interplay of
two dimensions of electronic publishing – the ever growing volume of
digital collections and the improved understanding of the widest user
group, citizens. This exciting theme encompasses human, cultural,
economic, social, technological, legal, policy-related, commercial,
and other relevant aspects. Echoing the conference agenda, the book

covers a wide range of topics, including engagement with citizens and
professionals, enhanced publishing and new paradigms, discovery and
digital libraries, open access and open science, as well as the use
and reuse of data. Addressing the most recent developments in these
areas, the book will be of interest to practitioners, researchers and
students in information science, as well as users of electronic
publishing.
The War sgainst Al-Qaeda and Islamic State Sep 01 2020 Dr.
Kamolnick's book is a meticulously documented investigation and
comparison of the al-Qaeda and the Islamic State across three key
strategically relevant dimensions: essential doctrine, beliefs, and
worldview; strategic concept, including terrorist modus operandi; and
in the final chapter, specific implications, and recommendations for
current U.S. Government policy and strategy. Contents: Belief-System,
Creed, Worldview, Doctrine The Al-Qaeda Organization Sunni Islamic
Orthodoxy Sunni-Salafism/"Fundamentalism" The
Muwahhidun/Wahhabism/Salafi-Wahhabism Muslim Brotherhood-SalafiWahhabi The "Base of the Jihad"; Al-Qaeda From Qa'idat Al-Jihad to Bin
Ladenism From Bin Ladenism Back to Qa'idat Al-Jihad Post-Arab Spring
Qa'idat Al-Jihad "What is Qa'idat Al-Jihad?" In a Nutshell: Fazul
Abdullah and Adam Gadahn III. Islamic State Organization "Zarqawism"
vs. AQO: Abu Musab Al-Zarqawi's Worldview and Doctrine: 1989-June 7,
2006 From Non-Religious Violent Street Tough to Ultra-Sectarian SalafiWahhabi Jihadist Prison Tough: 1980-1999 Al-Zarqawi's Private Jihasist
Armies of the Levant: 1999-2004 The History, Doctrines, and Worldview
of Abu Bakr Al-Baghdadi's "Caliphate": From ISI to the Caliphate:
Brief Organizational History Self-Proclaimed Emir Al-Muminin Abu Bakr
Al-Hussaini Al-Qurayshi Al-Baghdadi: The Caliphate Now! The "Final
Solution" to the "Shia Problem" Terrorist Modus Operandi Terrorist
Quadrangle Analysis The Al-Qaeda Organization The "Classical" Base
First Bin Ladenist Lone Mujahid" "Far Enemy" Strategy Islamic State
Conclusions, Implications, and Recommendations for U.S. Government Key
Findings Belief-Systems, Worldviews, Doctrines, Creeds Strategies and
Terrorist Modus Operandi Implications for U.S. Government Policy and
Strategies Implications for Existing USG Policy and Strategy to
Permanently Defeat AQ and its Affiliates Implications for Existing USG
Policy and Strategy to Permanently Defeat the IS
Factories of the Future Jun 10 2021 This book is open access under a
CC BY 4.0 license.This book presents results relevant in the
manufacturing research field, that are mainly aimed at closing the gap
between the academic investigation and the industrial application, in
collaboration with manufacturing companies. Several hardware and
software prototypes represent the key outcome of the scientific
contributions that can be grouped into five main areas, representing
different perspectives of the factory domain:1) Evolutionary and
reconfigurable factories to cope with dynamic production contexts

characterized by evolving demand and technologies, products and
processes.2) Factories for sustainable production, asking for energy
efficiency, low environmental impact products and processes, new deproduction logics, sustainable logistics.3) Factories for the People
who need new kinds of interactions between production processes,
machines, and human beings to offer a more comfortable and stimulating
working environment.4) Factories for customized products that will be
more and more tailored to the final user’s needs and sold at costeffective prices.5) High performance factories to yield the due
production while minimizing the inefficiencies caused by failures,
management problems, maintenance.This books is primarily targeted to
academic researchers and industrial practitioners in the manufacturing
domain.
Research in Chemistry Education Sep 13 2021 This volume emphasizes
the role of chemical education for development and, in particular, for
sustainable development in Africa, by sharing experiences among
specialists across the African continent and with specialists from
other continents. It considers all areas and levels of chemistry
education, gives specific attention to known major challenges and
encourages explorations of novel approaches. The chapters in this book
describe new teaching approaches, approach-explorations and in-class
activities, analyse educational challenges and possible ways of
addressing them and explore cross-discipline possibilities and their
potential benefits for chemistry education. This makes the volume an
up to date compendium for chemistry educators and educational
researchers worldwide.
A Companion to the Anthropology of Environmental Health Jan 17 2022 A
Companion to the Anthropology of Environmental Health presents a
collection of readings that utilize a medical anthropological approach
to explore the interface of humans and the environment in the shaping
of health and illness around the world. Features the latest
ethnographic research from around the world related to the multiple
impacts of the environment on health and of societies on their
environments Includes contributions from international medical
anthropologists, conservationists, environmental experts, public
health professionals, health clinicians, and other social scientists
Analyzes the conditions of cultural and social transformation that
accompany environmental and ecological impacts in all areas of the
world Offers critical perspectives on theoretical and methodological
advancements in the anthropology of environmental health, along with
future directions in the field
Computer-Assisted Language Learning: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools,
and Applications Jan 25 2020 In a diverse society, the ability to
cross communication barriers is critical to the success of any
individual personally, professionally, and academically. With the
constant acceleration of course programs and technology, educators are

continually being challenged to develop and implement creative methods
for engaging English-speaking and non-English-speaking learners.
Computer-Assisted Language Learning: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools,
and Applications is a vital reference source that examines the
relationship between language education and technology and the
potential for curriculum enhancements through the use of mobile
technologies, flipped instruction, and language-learning software.
This multi-volume book is geared toward educators, researchers,
academics, linguists, and upper-level students seeking relevant
research on the improvement of language education through the use of
technology.
Teaching Macroeconomics with Microsoft Excel® Jul 31 2020 Humberto
Barreto shows professors how to teach macroeconomic models and
incorporate data using Microsoft Excel® with free files and videos.
Driving Innovation and Business Success in the Digital Economy Oct 14
2021 Advancements in the digital world are bringing about rapid waves
of change in organizational management. As such, it is increasingly
imperative to discover ways for businesses to adapt to changes in the
markets and seize various digital market opportunities. Driving
Innovation and Business Success in the Digital Economy is an essential
reference source for the latest research on the impact of digital
computing and emerging technological innovations in the realm of
business success. Featuring extensive coverage across a range of
relevant perspectives and topics, such as IT outsourcing, sustainable
development and online advertising, this publication is ideally
designed for researchers, professionals and students seeking current
research on the complex scope of the new economy.
Artificial Intelligence and Legal Analytics Sep 25 2022 This book
describes how text analytics and computational models of legal
reasoning will improve legal IR and let computers help humans solve
legal problems.
ICICKM2014-Proceedings of the 11th International Conference on
Intellectual Capital, Knowledge Management and Organisational Learning
Jan 05 2021 These proceedings represent the work of researchers
participating in the 11th International Conference on Intellectual
Capital, Knowledge Management & Organisational Learning - ICICKM 2014,
which this year is being held at The University of Sydney Business
School, The University of Sydney, Australia. The Conference Co-Chairs
are Dr John Dumay from Macquarie University, Sydney, Australia and Dr
Gary Oliver from the University of Sydney, Australia. The conference
will be opened with a keynote by Goran Roos, Advanced Manufacturing
Council, Adelaide, Australia who will address the topic of
"Intellectual capital in Australia: Economic development in a high
cost economy." The second day will be opened with a from James
Guthrie, University of Sydney, Australia on the topic of "Intellectual
Capital and the Public Sector Research: Past, Present, and Future."

Does Higher Education Teach Students to Think Critically? Apr 08 2021
There is a discernible and growing gap between the qualifications that
a university degree certifies and the actual generic, 21st-century
skills with which students graduate from higher education. By generic
skills, it is meant literacy and critical thinking skills encompassing
problem solving, analytic reasoning and communications competency.
Landscape Theory in Design Jun 17 2019 Phenomenology, Materiality,
Cybernetics, Palimpsest, Cyborgs, Landscape Urbanism, Typology,
Semiotics, Deconstruction - the minefield of theoretical ideas that
students must navigate today can be utterly confusing, and how do
these theories translate to the design studio? Landscape Theory in
Design introduces theoretical ideas to students without the use of
jargon or an assumption of extensive knowledge in other fields, and in
doing so, links these ideas to the processes of design. In five
thematic chapters Susan Herrington explains: the theoretic groundings
of the theory of philosophy, why it matters to design, an example of
the theory in a work of landscape architecture from the twentieth and
twenty-first centuries, debates surrounding the theory (particularly
as they elaborate modern and postmodern thought) and primary readings
that can be read as companions to her text. An extensive glossary of
theoretical terms also adds a vital contribution to students’
comprehension of theories relevant to the design of landscapes and
gardens. Covering the design of over 40 landscape architects,
architects, and designers in 111 distinct projects from 20 different
countries, Landscape Theory in Design is essential reading for any
student of the landscape.
Sequence Analysis and Related Approaches Dec 24 2019 This open access
book provides innovative methods and original applications of sequence
analysis (SA) and related methods for analysing longitudinal data
describing life trajectories such as professional careers, family
paths, the succession of health statuses, or the time use. The
applications as well as the methodological contributions proposed in
this book pay special attention to the combined use of SA and other
methods for longitudinal data such as event history analysis, Markov
modelling, and sequence network. The methodological contributions in
this book include among others original propositions for measuring the
precarity of work trajectories, Markov-based methods for clustering
sequences, fuzzy and monothetic clustering of sequences, network-based
SA, joint use of SA and hidden Markov models, and of SA and survival
models. The applications cover the comparison of gendered occupational
trajectories in Germany, the study of the changes in women market
participation in Denmark, the study of typical day of dual-earner
couples in Italy, of mobility patterns in Togo, of internet addiction
in Switzerland, and of the quality of employment career after a first
unemployment spell. As such this book provides a wealth of information
for social scientists interested in quantitative life course analysis,

and all those working in sociology, demography, economics, health,
psychology, social policy, and statistics.
Blended Learning: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications
May 29 2020 Traditional classroom learning environments are quickly
becoming a thing of the past as research continues to support the
integration of learning outside of a structured school environment.
Blended learning, in particular, offers the best of both worlds,
combining classroom learning with mobile and web-based learning
environments. Blended Learning: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and
Applications explores emerging trends, case studies, and digital tools
for hybrid learning in modern educational settings. Focusing on the
latest technological innovations as well as effective pedagogical
practice, this critical multi-volume set is a comprehensive resource
for instructional designers, educators, administrators, and graduatelevel students in the field of education.
Sudden Justice Jun 22 2022 Explores the secretive history of the
United States' use of armed drones and their key role not only on
today's battlefields, but also in a covert targeted killing project
that has let to the deaths of thousands. There is a covert war, one in
which drones scour the skies of Yemen, Pakistan and Somalia in search
of militant and terrorist targets
Advanced Statistical Methods in Data Science Jul 23 2022 This book
gathers invited presentations from the 2nd Symposium of the ICSACANADA Chapter held at the University of Calgary from August 4-6,
2015. The aim of this Symposium was to promote advanced statistical
methods in big-data sciences and to allow researchers to exchange
ideas on statistics and data science and to embraces the challenges
and opportunities of statistics and data science in the modern world.
It addresses diverse themes in advanced statistical analysis in bigdata sciences, including methods for administrative data analysis,
survival data analysis, missing data analysis, high-dimensional and
genetic data analysis, longitudinal and functional data analysis, the
design and analysis of studies with response-dependent and multi-phase
designs, time series and robust statistics, statistical inference
based on likelihood, empirical likelihood and estimating functions.
The editorial group selected 14 high-quality presentations from this
successful symposium and invited the presenters to prepare a full
chapter for this book in order to disseminate the findings and promote
further research collaborations in this area. This timely book offers
new methods that impact advanced statistical model development in bigdata sciences.
Al-Qaeda & Islamic State: History, Doctrine, Modus Operandi and U.S.
Strategy to Degrade and Defeat Terrorism Conducted in the Name of
Sunni Islam Feb 06 2021 Dr. Kamolnick's book is a meticulously
documented investigation and comparison of the al-Qaeda and the
Islamic State across three key strategically relevant dimensions:

essential doctrine, beliefs, and worldview; strategic concept,
including terrorist modus operandi; and in the final chapter, specific
implications, and recommendations for current U.S. Government policy
and strategy. Contents: Belief-System, Creed, Worldview, Doctrine The
Al-Qaeda Organization Sunni Islamic Orthodoxy SunniSalafism/"Fundamentalism" The Muwahhidun/Wahhabism/Salafi-Wahhabism
Muslim Brotherhood-Salafi-Wahhabi The "Base of the Jihad"; Al-Qaeda
From Qa'idat Al-Jihad to Bin Ladenism From Bin Ladenism Back to
Qa'idat Al-Jihad Post-Arab Spring Qa'idat Al-Jihad "What is Qa'idat AlJihad?" In a Nutshell: Fazul Abdullah and Adam Gadahn III. Islamic
State Organization "Zarqawism" vs. AQO: Abu Musab Al-Zarqawi's
Worldview and Doctrine: 1989-June 7, 2006 From Non-Religious Violent
Street Tough to Ultra-Sectarian Salafi-Wahhabi Jihadist Prison Tough:
1980-1999 Al-Zarqawi's Private Jihasist Armies of the Levant:
1999-2004 The History, Doctrines, and Worldview of Abu Bakr AlBaghdadi's "Caliphate": From ISI to the Caliphate: Brief
Organizational History Self-Proclaimed Emir Al-Muminin Abu Bakr AlHussaini Al-Qurayshi Al-Baghdadi: The Caliphate Now! The "Final
Solution" to the "Shia Problem" Terrorist Modus Operandi Terrorist
Quadrangle Analysis The Al-Qaeda Organization The "Classical" Base
First Bin Ladenist Lone Mujahid" "Far Enemy" Strategy Islamic State
Conclusions, Implications, and Recommendations for U.S. Government Key
Findings Belief-Systems, Worldviews, Doctrines, Creeds Strategies and
Terrorist Modus Operandi Implications for U.S. Government Policy and
Strategies Implications for Existing USG Policy and Strategy to
Permanently Defeat AQ and its Affiliates Implications for Existing USG
Policy and Strategy to Permanently Defeat the IS
Scientific Approach Principle for New Resilient Coastal Landscape
Design Oct 22 2019 Due to recent climate change, the character of
environmental regional planning has shifted to address the anticipated
extreme increases in sea level rise. As such, this project, based on
existing scientific research/data, proposes a spatial, habitable
landscape architectural solution as a model for flood mitigation for
the East coastal edge. This proposal tests the potential for resilient
coastal landscapes through a particular site located on Revere Beach,
along with the New England coast in Massachusetts. The study
demonstrates how through new public spaces designed to renew and
protect the beach and the broader offshores, residents and visitors
will be able to engage with this 21st Century, resilient beachfront.
Also, residents and visitors will experience sophisticated efficient
flood alleviation strategies during natural successive storm events.
The inherent goal of this proposal is to create an innovative design
intervention, which applies new principles of resiliency to the
coastal landscape through a technical and cultural solution, and which
can be a replicable model for global coastal edges elsewhere.
Revitalizing Revere Beach, Ma is a case study to mitigate floods based

on Bernoulli 's principle. This proposal projects an idea of
connecting puddles with fissures a set of "Flute Channels", which is
my innovation design approach to transfer water from coast to wetland
behind it. It helps to lower down the sea level in high tides and
sudden tides. Retrofitting Revere Beach as a case study for flood
Mitigate with a New Resilient Coastal Landscape approach started to
study the watershed of the East Coast that includes three parts of
North, Mid-Atlantic, and South Atlantic. Each has a flow that moves up
and then inward to the east, in a concave pattern precipitated scale
toward the north caused by the velocity of currents. In compare to the
Pacific coast, this figuration came to appears as the convex pattern
as the currents also are affected differently based on the climate and
the land used materials. The project focused on how to manipulate
waves and the currents to preserve the land figuration and creates the
natural coastal landscape. Geo Technical research and scientific data
is the fundamental study that I got the benefit of understanding the
exact waves motion, density, velocity of water and how the different
type of currents affect the land shape. My project is translating the
science into landscape architecture. Earth and ocean are not
sustainable- they’re dynamic, they’re shifting, they’re changing the
landscape and coast components; land-used material as such salty sand
beaches and ripple effects of waves affect the land in different ways.
My hypothesis idea of retrofitting coastal landscape backs to its
natural creation, which will be a combination of four components of
barrier islands, bay or lagoon, thumb-lands or forelands and wetlands.
These four figurations are shaped based on different wave motions and
currents. I discovered two scales of the solution. Short and long term
phasing. For the long term, I suggested floating island, which I
examined it by the different objects adding to the coral reef at the
Revere Beach. Objective, found a missing part of coastal components,
the floating islands. And, Flute Channel was innovative design
approached by science data of Bernoulli’s principle. In this term,
water transferred from coast to the wetlands behind it. The connected
containers science data was a combination solution to this creation.
Due to recent climate change, the character of environmental regional
planning has shifted to address the anticipated extreme increases in
sea level rise. As such, this project, based on existing scientific
research/data, proposes a spatial, habitable landscape architectural
solution as a model for flood mitigation for the East coastal edge.
This proposal tests the potential for resilient coastal landscapes
through a particular site located on Revere Beach, along with the New
England coast in Massachusetts. The study demonstrates how through new
public spaces designed to renew and protect the beach and the broader
offshores, residents and visitors will be able to engage with this
21st Century, resilient beachfront. Also, residents and visitors will
experience sophisticated efficient flood alleviation strategies during

natural successive storm events. The inherent goal of this proposal is
to create an innovative design intervention, which applies new
principles of resiliency to the coastal landscape through a technical
and cultural solution, and which can be a replicable model for global
coastal edges elsewhere. Revitalizing Revere Beach, Ma is a case study
to mitigate floods based on Bernoulli 's principle. This proposal
projects an idea of connecting puddles with fissures a set of "Flute
Channels", which is my innovation design approach to transfer water
from coast to wetland behind it. It helps to lower down the sea level
in high tides and sudden tides. Retrofitting Revere Beach as a case
study for flood Mitigate with a New Resilient Coastal Landscape
approach started to study the watershed of the East Coast that
includes three parts of North, Mid-Atlantic, and South Atlantic. Each
has a flow that moves up and then inward to the east, in a concave
pattern precipitated scale toward the north caused by the velocity of
currents. In compare to the Pacific coast, this figuration came to
appears as the convex pattern as the currents also are affected
differently based on the climate and the land used materials. The
project focused on how to manipulate waves and the currents to
preserve the land figuration and creates the natural coastal
landscape. Geo Technical research and scientific data is the
fundamental study that I got the benefit of understanding the exact
waves motion, density, velocity of water and how the different type of
currents affect the land shape. My project is translating the science
into landscape architecture. Earth and ocean are not sustainablethey’re dynamic, they’re shifting, they’re changing the landscape and
coast components; land-used material as such salty sand beaches and
ripple effects of waves affect the land in different ways. My
hypothesis idea of retrofitting coastal landscape backs to its natural
creation, which will be a combination of four components of barrier
islands, bay or lagoon, thumb-lands or forelands and wetlands. These
four figurations are shaped based on different wave motions and
currents. I discovered two scales of the solution. Short and long term
phasing. For the long term, I suggested floating island, which I
examined it by the different objects adding to the coral reef at the
Revere Beach. Objective, found a missing part of coastal components,
the floating islands. And, Flute Channel was innovative design
approached by science data of Bernoulli’s principle. In this term,
water transferred from coast to the wetlands behind it. The connected
containers science data was a combination solution to this creation.
Due to recent climate change, the character of environmental regional
planning has shifted to address the anticipated extreme increases in
sea level rise. As such, this project, based on existing scientific
research/data, proposes a spatial, habitable landscape architectural
solution as a model for flood mitigation for the East coastal edge.
This proposal tests the potential for resilient coastal landscapes

through a particular site located on Revere Beach, along with the New
England coast in Massachusetts. The study demonstrates how through new
public spaces designed to renew and protect the beach and the broader
offshores, residents and visitors will be able to engage with this
21st Century, resilient beachfront. Also, residents and visitors will
experience sophisticated efficient flood alleviation strategies during
natural successive storm events. The inherent goal of this proposal is
to create an innovative design intervention, which applies new
principles of resiliency to the coastal landscape through a technical
and cultural solution, and which can be a replicable model for global
coastal edges elsewhere. Revitalizing Revere Beach, Ma is a case study
to mitigate floods based on Bernoulli 's principle. This proposal
projects an idea of connecting puddles with fissures a set of "Flute
Channels", which is my innovation design approach to transfer water
from coast to wetland behind it. It helps to lower down the sea level
in high tides and sudden tides. Retrofitting Revere Beach as a case
study for flood Mitigate with a New Resilient Coastal Landscape
approach started to study the watershed of the East Coast that
includes three parts of North, Mid-Atlantic, and South Atlantic. Each
has a flow that moves up and then inward to the east, in a concave
pattern precipitated scale toward the north caused by the velocity of
currents. In compare to the Pacific coast, this figuration came to
appears as the convex pattern as the currents also are affected
differently based on the climate and the land used materials. The
project focused on how to manipulate waves and the currents to
preserve the land figuration and creates the natural coastal
landscape. Geo Technical research and scientific data is the
fundamental study that I got the benefit of understanding the exact
waves motion, density, velocity of water and how the different type of
currents affect the land shape. My project is translating the science
into landscape architecture. Earth and ocean are not sustainablethey’re dynamic, they’re shifting, they’re changing the landscape and
coast components; land-used material as such salty sand beaches and
ripple effects of waves affect the land in different ways. My
hypothesis idea of retrofitting coastal landscape backs to its natural
creation, which will be a combination of four components of barrier
islands, bay or lagoon, thumb-lands or forelands and wetlands. These
four figurations are shaped based on different wave motions and
currents. I discovered two scales of the solution. Short and long term
phasing. For the long term, I suggested floating island, which I
examined it by the different objects adding to the coral reef at the
Revere Beach. Objective, found a missing part of coastal components,
the floating islands. And, Flute Channel was innovative design
approached by science data of Bernoulli’s principle. In this term,
water transferred from coast to the wetlands behind it. The connected
containers science data was a combination solution to this

creation.Due to recent climate change, the character of environmental
regional planning has shifted to address the anticipated extreme
increases in sea level rise. As such, this project, based on existing
scientific research/data, proposes a spatial, habitable landscape
architectural solution as a model for flood mitigation for the East
coastal edge. This proposal tests the potential for resilient coastal
landscapes through a particular site located on Revere Beach, along
with the New England coast in Massachusetts. The study demonstrates
how through new public spaces designed to renew and protect the beach
and the broader offshores, residents and visitors will be able to
engage with this 21st Century, resilient beachfront. Also, residents
and visitors will experience sophisticated efficient flood alleviation
strategies during natural successive storm events. The inherent goal
of this proposal is to create an innovative design intervention, which
applies new principles of resiliency to the coastal landscape through
a technical and cultural solution, and which can be a replicable model
for global coastal edges elsewhere. Revitalizing Revere Beach, Ma is a
case study to mitigate floods based on Bernoulli 's principle. This
proposal projects an idea of connecting puddles with fissures a set of
"Flute Channels", which is my innovation design approach to transfer
water from coast to wetland behind it. It helps to lower down the sea
level in high tides and sudden tides. Retrofitting Revere Beach as a
case study for flood Mitigate with a New Resilient Coastal Landscape
approach started to study the watershed of the East Coast that
includes three parts of North, Mid-Atlantic, and South Atlantic. Each
has a flow that moves up and then inward to the east, in a concave
pattern precipitated scale toward the north caused by the velocity of
currents. In compare to the Pacific coast, this figuration came to
appears as the convex pattern as the currents also are affected
differently based on the climate and the land used materials. The
project focused on how to manipulate waves and the currents to
preserve the land figuration and creates the natural coastal
landscape. Geo Technical research and scientific data is the
fundamental study that I got the benefit of understanding the exact
waves motion, density, velocity of water and how the different type of
currents affect the land shape. My project is translating the science
into landscape architecture. Earth and ocean are not sustainablethey’re dynamic, they’re shifting, they’re changing the landscape and
coast components; land-used material as such salty sand beaches and
ripple effects of waves affect the land in different ways. My
hypothesis idea of retrofitting coastal landscape backs to its natural
creation, which will be a combination of four components of barrier
islands, bay or lagoon, thumb-lands or forelands and wetlands. These
four figurations are shaped based on different wave motions and
currents. I discovered two scales of the solution. Short and long term
phasing. For the long term, I suggested floating island, which I

examined it by the different objects adding to the coral reef at the
Revere Beach. Objective, found a missing part of coastal components,
the floating islands. And, Flute Channel was innovative design
approached by science data of Bernoulli’s principle. In this term,
water transferred from coast to the wetlands behind it. The connected
containers science data was a combination solution to this creation.
Recent Trends and Future Technology in Applied Intelligence Apr 20
2022 This book constitutes the thoroughly refereed proceedings of the
31st International Conference on Industrial, Engineering and Other
Applications of Applied Intelligent Systems, IEA/AIE 2018, held in
Montreal, QC, Canada, in June 2018. The 53 full papers and 33 short
papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 146
submissions. They are organized in the following topical sections:
constraint solving and optimization; data mining and knowledge
discovery; evolutionary computation; expert systems and robotics;
knowledge representation, machine learning; meta-heuristics; multiagent systems; natural language processing; neural networks; planning,
scheduling and spatial reasoning; rough sets, Internet of Things
(IoT), ubiquitous computing and big data; data science, privacy, and
security; inelligent systems approaches in information extraction; and
artificial intelligence, law and justice.
Unresolved Border, Land and Maritime Disputes in Southeast Asia Oct
02 2020 In Unresolved Border, Land and Maritime Disputes in Southeast
Asia the authors shed light on unresolved and lingering territorial
disputes in Southeast Asia and their reflection in current inter-state
relations in the region, applying a wider regional and comparative
perspective.
Normativity Jul 19 2019 What should I do? What should I think?
Traditionally, ethicists tackle the first question, while
epistemologists tackle the second. Philosophers have tended to
investigate the issue of what to do independently of the issue of what
to think, that is, to do ethics independently of epistemology, and
vice versa. This collection of new essays by leading philosophers
focuses on a central concern of both epistemology and ethics:
normativity. Normativity is a matter of what one should or may do or
think, what one has reason or justification to do or to think, what it
is right or wrong to do or to think, and so on. The volume is
innovative in drawing together issues from epistemology and ethics and
in exploring neglected connections between epistemic and practical
normativity. It represents a burgeoning research programme in which
epistemic and practical normativity are seen as two aspects of a
single topic, deeply interdependent and raising parallel questions.
Jacaranda Maths Quest 12 General Mathematics VCE Units 3 and 4 7e
LearnON and Print Mar 07 2021
The Flipped College Classroom Mar 27 2020 This book provides a
descriptive, progressive narrative on the flipped classroom including

its history, connection to theory, structure, and strategies for
implementation. Important questions to consider when evaluating the
purpose and effectiveness of flipping are answered. The book also
highlights case studies of flipped higher education classrooms within
five different subject areas. Each case study is similarly structured
to highlight the reasons behind flipping, principles guiding flipped
instructions, strategies used, and lessons learned. An appendix that
contains lesson plans, course schedules, and descriptions of specific
activities is also included.
What is this Thing Called Metaethics? Sep 20 2019 Are moral standards
relative? Are there moral facts? What is goodness? If there moral
facts are how do we learn about them? These are all questions about
metaethics, the branch of ethics that studies ethical properties,
statements, attitudes and judgements. To the uninitiated it can appear
abstract and far removed from its two more brash cousins, ethical
theory and applied ethics, yet it is one of the fastest-growing and
most exciting areas of ethics. What is this thing called Metaethics?
demystifies this important subject and is ideal for students coming to
it for the first time. Beginning with a brief historical overview of
metaethics Matthew Chrisman introduces and assesses the following key
topics: moral reality: including questions about naturalism and nonnaturalism, moral facts, and the distinction between realism and
antirealism; moral language: does language represent reality? What
mental states are expressed by moral statements? moral psychology:
Hume's theory of motivation and the connection between moral judgement
and motivation; moral knowledge: including moral disagreement, the
distinction between internalist and externalist theories of knowledge,
and theories of objectivity and relativism in metaethics;
nonnaturalism; expressivism; error-theory; naturalism; contemporary
theories and arguments in metaethics, including Derek Parfit, Simon
Blackburn, John McDowell, Christine Korsgaard and Alan Gibbard; new
directions in metaethics, such as 'metaepistemology' and
'metanormative theory'.
Strengthening Teaching and Learning in Research Universities Dec 16
2021 This book offers a range of approaches and specific examples of
how a sample of internationally leading research-intensive
universities, from a variety of regions around the world, work to
improve teaching and learning. It describes and analyzes broad
university initiatives and approaches that have the potential of
driving institution-wide change processes in teaching and learning,
thus providing a link between strategic ambitions and cultural
transformation in the universities. Globally, research-intensive
universities are increasingly pressured to increase their performance
in both research and education. However, while much focus
internationally has been devoted to how universities are working to
boost their research performance, less is known about how

internationally leading universities are working to improve teaching
and learning. Through comparative cases drawn from universities in
Europe, Asia and the US, key practices and lessons are identified and
showcased providing a unique insight into the ways internationally
leading research universities work to support and enhance staff
engagement in teaching and learning. It will be essential reading for
researchers and advanced students working in Higher Education and
Sociology, particularly those with an interest in comparative studies.
Psychiatry Review for Canadian Doctors May 21 2022 Reinforce the
knowledge, skills and confidence you need to excel in your
certification exams. Ensure you’re ready for the psychiatry
certification exams, both written and oral, offered by the Royal
College of Physicians and Surgeons of Canada. Psychiatry Review for
Canadian Doctors is the only guide written specifically for the needs
of residents studying for the RCPSC psychiatry exams. Psychiatry
Review for Canadian Doctors also offers robust extra preparation for
other exams, including the psychiatry-resident-in-training exam and
certification exams in the United States, the United Kingdom,
Australia and New Zealand. Features four practice multiple-choice
exams (200 questions total) and 20 OSCE scenarios. Covers all the main
topics and question formats you’ll find on the exams. Provides answer
keys with detailed explanations and list of references for follow-up.
Implementation and Critical Assessment of the Flipped Classroom
Experience Apr 27 2020 In the past decade, traditional classroom
teaching models have been transformed in order to better promote
active learning and learner engagement. Implementation and Critical
Assessment of the Flipped Classroom Experience seeks to capture the
momentum of non-traditional teaching methods and provide a necessary
resource for individuals who are interested in taking advantage of
this pedagogical endeavor. Using narrative explanations and foundation
materials provided by experienced instructors, this premier reference
work presents the benefits and challenges of flipped methodology
implementation in todays classroom to educators and educational
administrators across all disciplines and levels.
Innovative Solutions for Building Community in Academic Libraries Nov
15 2021 The library has always been an essential part of the
collegiate experience, providing students with access to knowledge and
literature. However, as virtual services and online learning become
more prominent within collegiate environments, the ways students
conduct research and access resources has been altered. Innovative
Solutions for Building Community in Academic Libraries examines new
methods librarians use to engage both on-campus and online users in
library services, taking into account the significant impacts of
online learning on students’ interaction with library resources.
Focusing on various outreach practices, techniques of literacy
instruction, and the utilization of library spaces, this research-

supported book is a pivotal reference source for distance educators,
program planners, academics, and library professionals interested in
new ways to attract users to library services.
Mathematical Recreations from the Tournament of the Towns May 09 2021
Mathematical Recreations from the Tournament of the Towns contains the
complete list of problems and solutions to the International
Mathematics Tournament of the Towns from Fall 2007 to Spring 2021. The
primary audience for this book is the army of recreational
mathematicians united under the banner of Martin Gardner. It should
also have great value to students preparing for mathematics
competitions and trainers of such students. This book also provides an
entry point for students in upper elementary schools. Features Huge
recreational value to mathematics enthusiasts Accessible to upperlevel high school students Problems classified by topics such as twoplayer games, weighing problems, mathematical tasks etc.
The Limits of EUrope Dec 04 2020 Over recent years, a series of
challenges including Brexit and the rise of Euroscepticism, have
manifested in landmark moments for European integration. First
published as a special issue of Global Discourse, this edited
collection investigates whether these crises are isolated phenomena or
symptoms of a deeper malaise across the EU.
Mainstreaming passive houses Feb 24 2020 The passive house concept
has become increasingly popular in the building sector in the lost
twenty years ond is deemed to ploy on important role in aligning the
housing sector with climate and environmental policy objectives.
However, for such buildings to ploy this port they need to be more
widespread, more common and more accepted by mainstream actors and
institutions. The deployment of passive houses involves changes and
adaptations in different parts of society. It involves changes in
institutional and organisational set-ups, and it involves market and
regulatory changes. Previous research on passive houses has focused on
demonstration projects or has taken for granted that a dissemination
will lead to a full-scale transition of the building sector. This puts
undue focus on emerging actors and technologies emerging in isolation.
This thesis investigates the wider deployment of passive houses with a
focus on mainstreaming. This means that focus is on different social
arenas where the deployment of passive houses is negotiated between
multiple actors. This thesis contributes to a comprehensive picture of
how passive house deployment is shaped through a study of attempts to
mainstream these buildings in Sweden. It shows how such attempts hove
been partially successful in specific companies and regions, but it
also show how a normalization of these buildings has been limited due
to market, regulatory, and political developments Possivhuskonceptet
hor blivit allt populärare under de senaste tjugo åren och bedöms
spela en viktig roll för att anpassa bostadssektorn till klimat- och
miljöpolitiska mål. För att sådana byggnader ska kunna göra skillnad

måste de dock få en större utbredning och bli accepterade av
etablerade aktörer och institutioner. Utbyggnaden av passivhus innebär
förändringar och anpassningar i olika delar av samhället. Dessa
innefattar institutionella och organisatoriska förändringar, samt
marknadsförändringar och en anpassad lagstiftning. Tidigare forskning
har framförallt studerat demonstrationsprojekt eller hor tagit för
givet att en spridning av possivhus kommer att leda till en fullskalig
omställning av byggsektorn. Detta lägger otillbörligt fokus pö nya
aktörer och tekniker som utvecklats utan bredare social förankring.
Denna avhandling studerar utbyggnaden av passivhus med fokus på
"mainstreoming". Det innebär att fokus ligger på olika sociala arenor
där spridningen av passivhus förhandlas mellan nya och etablerade
aktörer. Avhandlingen bidrar till att presentera en övergripande bild
av hur passivhusutbyggnod tar form genom en studie av försök att
sprida dessa byggnader i Sverige. Avhandlingen visar hur sådana försök
delvis har lyckats i specifika företag och regioner, men den visar
också hur en normalisering av dessa byggnader har varit begränsad på
grund av marknads-, lagstiftnings- och politiska aspekter.
Wiley CPAexcel Exam Review Spring 2014 Study Guide Feb 18 2022 The
world's most effective CPA exam prep system – Regulation module Wiley
CPAexcel Exam Review is the world's most trusted study guide for the
Certified Public Accountant's exam – complete, comprehensive, and
updated to align with the latest exam content. With 2,800 practice
questions and solutions across four volumes, the unique modular format
helps you organize your study program, zeroing in on areas that need
work. This volume, Regulation, contains all current AICPA content
requirements, providing total coverage of this section of the exam.
You get the detailed outlines and study tips, simulation and multiple
choice questions, and skill-building problems that have made this
guide the most effective CPA prep system for over thirty years. The
uniform CPA exam is updated annually to include new laws, regulations,
and guidelines, so it's important that your study guide be up to date
as well. Wiley CPAexcel Exam Review is updated annually to reflect the
latest version of the exam, and is the number-one bestselling CPA
study guide in the world because it provides full, comprehensive
coverage of all exam content, and more practice questions than any
other guide – many of which are taken directly from past exams. The
unique format allows you to: Identify, target, and master problem
areas section by section Learn how to logically build your knowledge
stores for better recall Practice with thousands of sample questions
taken from past exams Review all exam content, including the newest
guidelines and regulations No one wants surprises on exam day, and
thorough preparation is the key to successful performance. Whether
you're embarking on a new study program, or just need a quick
refresher before the exam, Wiley CPAexcel Exam Review is proven to be
the most current, complete, comprehensive prep you can get.

Public Opinion towards the EU Oct 26 2022 This volume investigates
the public opinion of the EU in the context of the present economic
crisis and other significant challenges currently faced by the Union,
the latest being the refugee crisis. Scholarly knowledge in the field
of EU attitudes in general and Euroscepticism in particular is
thoroughly documented here, and is followed by an analysis of public
perceptions of the EU’s crisis management capabilities, proving that
the EU’s legitimacy and effectiveness are currently being challenged
to the highest degree. The research-based contribution of this book is
two-fold, focusing on EU attitudes at a macro-level on one hand, and
the opinions of Romanian experts on the other. It provides insights
into attitudes towards the EU in Central and Eastern Europe, a region
which is still somewhat underexplored by social sciences scholars, and
in Romania in particular. On a larger scale, significant differences
between clusters of states are identified, suggesting that not even
increasing Euroscepticism manages to create a common frame of
reference for all Europeans regarding EU-related issues. In terms of
Romanian expert opinion, the book provides evidence for a gradual
evolution from highly symbolic and sometimes even triumphalist
representations of the EU towards mildly critical positions, based on
instrumental perceptions. Such changes mark a new stage of
Europeanization, in which the EU’s presence has become ordinary. For
the Eastern European elite, increased familiarity with the EU
accommodates demitization and criticism without denouncing European
integration as a doomed project.
Voices of pedagogical development – Expanding, enhancing and
exploring higher education language learning Aug 24 2022 Voices of
Pedagogical Development is a collection of articles written by teacherresearchers at the University of Jyväskylä Language Centre. It shares
the fruits of their ideas and development work in the areas of
academic literacies, new forms of teaching and learning, and
internationalisation. Part one aims at establishing and expanding
perspectives on the multilayered and multivoiced reality of
pedagogical development in higher education. Part two looks at how
practices can be enhanced by engaging teachers, students and other
cooperating partners in reflection and development. Part three focuses
on exploring perceptions of language, language learning, and
literature. As a whole, the collection represents a spectrum of
approaches and shows the various stages of pedagogical thinking and
perception. It provides insights into pedagogical development in
higher education language teaching through an examination of policies,
perceptions, and practices.
Nominations of the 112th Congress--second Session Mar 19 2022
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